WHOLESALE BROADBAND
If you have a base of connections and want to offer your unique broadband products at
competitive rates without having to undertake costly, large scale network development, our
wholesale proposition is for you. Enjoy simple ordering via our portal or XML and freedom from
the bureaucracy of dealing with carriers.
MORE RESILIENT
Unlike other carriers, Entanet
offers you a wide choice of
locations for your multiple resilient
(if required) interconnects, and at a
lower cost.
We built out our network to every
one of the key ‘Aggregation

Points’ that form BT’s 21st Century
Network and have fully adopted
both the Wholesale Broadband
Connect (WBC) and IPStream
Connect (IPSC) products. This
gives you future-proof access to
ADSL/ADSL2+ and FTTx broadband
technologies via a single delivery
platform for your ease of
management.

MORE COST-EFFECTIVE
We offer fairer 95th percentile
billing as standard, protecting you
from demand peaks. To give you
certainty in your bandwidth spend,
we build in cost caps. To maximise
your investment in bandwidth, we
uniquely offer a choice of trafficshaping policies:
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Interactive traffic like VoIP is
prioritised over our network;
non-interactive bulk services like
torrents are given lower priority
than browsing. Your users get a
good experience and you don’t
waste bandwidth.

All your traffic is carried at the
highest priority, except for days
when huge updates are released.
These are still delivered, but not
at the expense of business critical
traffic, giving your users a better
experience.

All your traffic is carried at the
highest priority.
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MORE FLEXIBLE

Wholesale Broadband

If you want to take the first steps into wholesale, take our managed option and we will look after the Layer 2
Network Switches (LNS) and Radius servers which authenticate your users for you. If you have your own network
infrastructure, our unmanaged option is for you.
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We offer choice on billing models
too - a low price for tails and a
price for bandwidth, where the
higher commit the lower your
per Mbps cost1. Or, a bandwidthinclusive tail price for simplicity;
the choice is yours.
Where your customer base is split
between IPStream Connect (IPSC)
and Wholesale Broadband Connect
(WBC) users, you have the choice
of resilient interconnect options,
either using virtual routing and
forwarding or dedicated links per
traffic type (“split billing”).
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the information that matters to
them.

Uniquely because of our network,
we can migrate your 21CN users
whilst keeping their realm, which
means that there is no need
for your customers to change
usernames on their routers.

THE INTERNET AT ITS BEST
Our decades-long pedigree in the
market means your users have
access to our high-quality peering
relationships with the likes of the
BBC, Amazon, Google and Apple,
minimising any delay in getting to

HELP IS AT HAND
When you need assistance, it’s
good to know you can get through
to someone quickly who will
take ownership of your enquiry or
problem and stick with it to the
end. Continuous investment
in our service team means we don’t
keep you hanging around, typically
answering calls within
thirty seconds. Our experienced
non-scripted UK based technical
support team is available 24/7/365.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?

7 REASONS TO CHOOSE WHOLESALE
Find out why resellers choose Entanet
Read our free 7 factors eBook
Visit www.enta.net/7factors to learn more
1
If you exceed your commit a per Mbps overuse charge is applied. Uniquely, we offer a 3 month ‘bedding-in’ period to allow you to check your bandwidth
assumptions by paying only for the bandwidth used before committing to a figure.
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